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Immersive Sound Bath Experiences

Inner Peace, Connection, & Attunement 
for



Private Events      Organization Retreats       Resort Amenities

Escape
into a world 
of calm 
and 
rejuvenation
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Founded and cultivated by Brittany Loewen, Celeste Sound Alchemy
provides Sound Transmissions designed to help listeners relax and enter

a realm where they can recalibrate physically, emotionally, and
spiritually through the resonance of sound vibrations. 

With over 20 years of training and mastery in classical vocal arts and
musical performance and expression, Brittany uses her voice and other
healing instruments to create unique, unforgettable sound meditations.

Brittany’s transmissions weave a tapestry of instrumental sounds, 
classical voice, original songs, vocal effects, and mimics of nature into

experiences that participants describe as calming, healing and profound. 

Guest / Featured Artist      Performance Series
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Like the ripples created when water’s surface is touched, sound
vibrations create a ripple effect that can pass into the body and be felt on

a cellular level. A sound bath is an immersive experience where the
listener’s body is surrounded by sound vibrations of different

frequencies. Studies in neuroscience have proven the healing benefits of
vibrational acoustic therapy, reporting increased blood circulation,

muscular relaxation, and vagal nerve stimulation.

Listeners often feel “transformed” after a sound bath. They become
calmer and more relaxed, more open and receptive, and more

comfortable in their bodies. There is often a feeling of deep appreciation
for the experience, increasing guests’ sense of value and care from you as

the provider.

The Ideal Guest Experience



The Instruments

Crystal Singing Bowls
Alchemy Bowls
Crystal Harp
Gong
Shruti box
Ocean drum
Koshi Chimes
Voice

A wide variety of instruments are available to accommodate intimate or large
gatherings. Brittany will choose instruments based on the needs of the event and

create a beautiful visual display for guests to enjoy.
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Pyramid
Flow Chimes
Fairy Chimes
Kailani Sound Sculpture
Chakapa
Seed Rattles
Recorded Nature Sounds
Wave Sound Tool



How It Works
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Schedule a meeting with Brittany to discuss your event and what you wish to
provide for your guests.

Choose a package that fits your needs. Brittany will provide you with an
agreement that will secure your chosen date and time.

Sign your agreement and make your deposit to reserve Brittany for your event.

Wait in delighted anticipation for your guests to experience their Sound Bath!



Sound Experience Sessions
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Pricing as of January 2024. Prices are subject to change.
Final pricing is contingent on location, length of the event, number of guests, and whether or not logistics

assistance is provided. Quotes for services are valid for 30 days.

Individual: $150  //  Groups up to 5: $333  //  Groups up to 10: $550

Dove Delight
The Dove Delight sound bath is a soothing and accessible experience tailored for stress relief and
relaxation. With a minimal selection of calming instruments such as a few crystal bowls, voice,

and chimes, this 45-minute session focuses on creating a serene atmosphere aligned with
whatever is inspiring me. The gentle soundscape helps alleviate stress, promoting a sense of calm

and inner peace. Perfect for those seeking a brief yet effective respite from the pressures of
everyday life, Dove Delight offers a tranquil escape into a world of soothing sound.

Descriptions and rates for each session are provided below. For groups of 10 or more,
please inquire for rates.

Individual: $222  //  Groups up to 5: $400  //  Groups up to 10: $650

Owl Overture
The Owl Overture is an immersive sonic journey curated to provide a deeper healing

experience. Lasting 60 minutes, it incorporates a more extensive selection of healing instruments
such as crystal bowls, kailani sound sculpture, gong, chimes, voice, and more, carefully woven

together to resonate with your chosen theme. This session offers original songs crafted to
enhance relaxation, meditation, or any specific intention you desire. Immerse yourself in this

unique auditory exploration for a rejuvenating and transformative experience.



Sound Experience Sessions
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Pricing as of January 2024. Prices are subject to change.
Final pricing is contingent on location, travel distance, length of the event, number of guests, and whether or not

logistics assistance is provided. Quotes for services are valid for 30 days.

Individual: $300  //  Groups up to 5: $500  //  Groups up to 10: $777

Swan Symphony
Swan Symphony offers a fully customized journey tailored to your preferences. With a

comprehensive array of instruments including crystal bowls, shruti box, crystal pyramid, chimes,
voice, and more, this session is designed to align with your chosen theme and specific song

selections, should you choose. The 60-minute guided meditation and sound journey are crafted
to seamlessly integrate the power of sound and mindfulness, enhancing relaxation and self-
discovery. The personalized nature of the Swan Symphony ensures a deeply immersive and

transformative experience that resonates long after the session ends.

Descriptions and rates for each session are provided below. For groups of 10 or more,
please inquire for rates.

Individual: $333  //  For Groups, please inquire

Peacock Paradise
Peacock Paradise is the pinnacle of personalized healing experiences, offering a transformative

90-minute journey tailored explicitly for you. We begin with a personalized check-in, where we  
will discuss your intentions, energy, and specific needs. The sound bath, infused with Reiki,

incorporates an extensive array of instruments harmoniously woven together to create a
powerful sonic landscape. This carefully curated session aims to align with your unique energy

and intentions, promoting relaxation, healing, and self-discovery. This is a deeply transformative
and rejuvenating journey, leaving a lasting impact on your well-being and spiritual growth.

You will also receive a recording of your session for continued healing and meditation at home. 
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Birdsong & Sound Bath Sanctuary
Harmony Oasis

Harmony Oasis is a home venue space in Spring Valley, CA, available
for Celeste Sound Alchemy private and group sessions, 

including sound baths and vocal empowerment training. 

Located on a quiet hillside that is also home to many types of owls and
songbirds, this home sanctuary is a space where you are welcome to

experience the full array of Brittany’s vocal and instrumental offerings in
a peaceful setting, surrounded by crystals and gentle nature sounds. 

Space for up to 15 participants

Yoga mats, pillows, blankets, tea, and snacks available



Next Steps
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Schedule a brief call with Brittany to discuss your event and
what you wish to provide for your guests.

brittany.j.loewen@gmail.com


